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Experience the second episode of the "Dino lernt Deutsch" story series for German learners on your
stereo or headphones, at home or on the go! The narration speed and style of this audiobook is
aimed at absolute beginners, with special emphasis on clear pronunciation, so that you can easily
pause and repeat words and phrases whenever you please. Intermediate learners are invited to just
sit back and immerse themselves in the sounds and sights of Frankfurt. Join Dino on his visit to a
quaint Hessian cider pub, explore the Zeil, Frankfurt's famous shopping mile and stroll along the
shores of the Main river. (To maximize learning benefits, we recommend listening to this audiobook
together with a paperback or ebook edition of Learn German with Stories: Ferien in Frankfurt - 10
Short Stories for Beginners.) Featuring sounds from freesound.org via Creative Commons (CC0 1.0,
CC BY 3.0) with recordings by: PiR2, digifishmusic, Audiactiva, f4ngy, sportygurl37, Eelke,
audible-edge, cmusounddesign, Reikun, sagetyrtle, Tunefisch, nikitralala, inchadney, cfork,
mshahen, DaveMatney, dobroide, sound_ims, sdfalk, Islabonita, dermotte, Greencouch,
duckduckpony, Koyber, vonfleisch, kwahmah_02, gelo_papas, dapperdaniel, 7778, allornothing21,
Bidone, martats, 20020, tontoepfer, metropolis, Paper Jam, joebro10, LG.
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I've been working with duolingo to improve my German and looking for stories and video to pick up
conversation and stories that will improve my comprehension and familiarity with the language as
actually spoken. These stories use simple vocabulary and sentence structure for the beginning
reader, but they don't feel like grade school primers. Mr Klein tells good stories about real-seeming

people. By the end of the book I cared about Dino and wondered where he was headed next and
when he would find his place in the world. I look forward to further adventures.

Great contemporary colloquial stories for beginning to intermediate language learners. I'm in level 3
of Rosetta Stone for German, and get about 75% of this book without needing the glossary after
every story chapter, so it challenges me without being beyond me.Great for bridging the gap
between textbooks and books written for native German speakers. The text is essentially a
continuing story, with each chapter having a glossary after it, to look up words you don't know. It
explains expressions and idioms that you're less likely to encounter in a text. The stories are fun to
read.I am not yet up to reading Andre's detective novels (and I'm not really into detective novels
anyway, part of the problem) but I loved this book, CafÃ© in Berlin, Fred der Fisch, Bert das Buch,
An Ocean Adventure and of course Peter und das Huhn. Please Andre, do some more intermediate
German story books.

This book is the sequel to "Cafe in Berlin". It is the same format of 10 short stories for beginners.
Even though I am not a beginner at the German language, I found these stories easy reading,
interesting and very beneficial. Important words or phrases are highlighted in bold type and there is
a German to English dictionary at the back of each chapter, plus exercises. I purchased both of
these books in the kindle and paperbook versions. I would recommend this book to anyone who is
looking to learn or improve their knowledge of the German language. The author is excellent and I
have purchased several other of his books in the kindle format.

This series of books shows how good writting can be accomplished with very simple elements. The
author manages to teach, entertain and make you laugh at the same time. A real delight to read and
most helpful for those who are, like me, taking a self-learning course listeningbto tapes. I
understand you can also get the audio version, but the book is better. The exercises, I found, were,
sort of superfluous and didn't add much, so I skipped them altogether without feeling I would miss
much of what the books have to offer. Stories have almost a kind of Mark Twain humour about
them, especially the first sequel, and you will be amazed how charactes come almost alive while
your German improves effortlessly. Outstanding job.

I've downloaded and read this series of small books by Klein and love them all. I took 12 hours of
college German some 40 years ago and worked on vocabulary off and on over the years. So I read

like a 4th grader. These books are excellent for building vocabulary because there is a list with
English equivalents at the end of each short chapter. There is a simple set of questions in German
about the text to test comprehension. In the series we follow a young man from Sicily who has
family in Germany and is trying to learn enough German to get a job. Secretly he probably does not
want a job and wanders from one city to another gaining life experiences. This sets the stage for
many humorous encounters and a number of scenes in which there are new words. It comes off
very well and does not appear contrived due to the humor. And the language is difficult enough to
challenge a student with my basic limited language ability.

What a wonderful book for learning German. I have been studying German for years now and I feel
that these are a great addition to any level learners books. They stories are very well done and
there is a very helpful glossary after every short story. I hope to purchase the rest in the series.

What lovely, charming books these are. Not too easy, not too hard, they provide a distinct thrill when
youâ€™re able to read a paragraph at a time without looking in the dictionary for help. Just perfect
for the beginner German student, or any lover of languages.

I bought 3 of these at the same time, Berlin, Frankfurt and Koln. Each chapter is 2-3 pages and
phrases and words which are translated are on the last page of the chapter. Easy to flip to. I have
the hardcopy book, but I understand the on line version has a one click on the word or phrase for
readily translating. Good thinking. I am 62 years old, so my memoriy is not so hot any longer.
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